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                          [ NT soliton star/black hole as dark matter]

Elaboration of the work by Friedberg, T.D.Lee and Yang [PRD, 35, 3658-3677 (1987)]

• - we suggest that the non-topological soliton (NTS) star
s and black holes originally explored by Friedberg, T.D.L
ee and yang in 1987 can play the ole of dark matter. Tha
t is, close inspection reveals that the critical mass for sol
iton stars of this type turns out to be of the typical form,
M_c = M^2_pl/m (with m being the mass of the Higgs sc
alar field) implying that the configurations are extremely
compact and dense mini soliton stars and mini black hol
es.



We are interested in the study of NTS stars/black holes.- thus we consider a pure scal
ar field theory admitting a NTS solution coupled to Einstein gravity (GR).

The minimum requirements for such a theory have been realized in 1987 by T.D.Lee and
his collaborators and they are ;

* The theory should have a “non-linear structure”, namely, the potential term in the Lagr
angian should have higher-order self-interaction terms beyond the mass term ;

*The theory should have an “additive conservation law”,namely, there must be “complex
scalar fields”.

• Thus we consider the theory ;



Taking the static, spherically-symmetric Schwarzschild-type metric, the Klein-Gordon e
q. And the Einstein eq. above become ;



   The strategy to solve these coupled,non-linear ODE analytically ;

(1)Take an appropriate ansatz for the solution of the Klein-Gordon eq.



   (2)And substitute this ansatz into Einstein eq. to find the “exterior” metric solution repr
esenting the NTS spacetime in the asymptotic region.



Interpretation of  this self-gravitating solution as the star/black hole made of NTS ;

[1] NTS star



[1] NTS Black hole



                          [ SKYRMEON star/black hole as dark matter]

Baryon as Skyrme soliton T.H.R. Skyrme [Proc. Loy. Soc. Lond. A260,127 (1961)]

• - Next, we propose that the scalar field theory representi
ng the mesons and the Skyrme soliton coupled to Einstei
n gravity with the choice of static, spherically-symmetric
Schwarzschild-type metric admits soliton star/soliton bla
ck hole solutions as a candidate for

• dark matter.



                       [What is the Skyrmeon ?]

      [Skyrme’s conjecture] - Baryon might be a Skyrme soliton



          [Lagrangian for the Skyrme theory]

- NEXT using eq.(82), obtain E^{r}_{p}, from B_{T} and E^{\theta}_{p} .



          [Lagrangian for the Skyrme theory coupled to Einstein gravity]

- starting with the Lagrangian for Skyrme theory in flat spacetime given above,

      use “minimal coupling”rule to get;



* To summarize our proposal that Skyrmeon star/Skyrmeon black hole can be regarded a
s candidates for dark matter ;

Obviously, the rest of the procedure goes as follows;

(1) By extremizing the above action with respect to the scalar field

   and the metric

Set up the Euler-Lagrange’s equation of motion for them, which will be the coupled Klein
-Gordon equation and the Einstein equation.

(2) with the choice of static, spherically-symmetric Schwarzschild-type metric, look for t

he soliton star/soliton black hole solutions in an analytic, closed form.

(3) If an analytic solution is not available in a closed form, look for a numerical solution.

(4) The resulting Skyrmeon star/Skyrmeon black hole can be regarded as candidates for

• dark matter as the content of these configurations, i.e., the Skyme soliton has no
generic interaction with the photon.



  * Determination of the “critical mass” over which the configuration(star⋯) becomes gra
vitationally unstable ;

(1) The critical mass of fermion stars = 10^{33} (g).

(2) The critical mass of boson/soliton stars = 10^{12} (g).



                               [Conclusion]
* The rationale(supporting argument) for our proposal that soliton/Skyrmeon star &black

hole can be regarded as candidates for dark matter goes as follows;


